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a-Synuclein (aS) plays a key role in Parkinson’s disease. Although Parkinson’s disease is typically “sporadic,” inherited aS
missense mutations provide crucial insights into molecular mechanisms. Here, we examine two clinical mutants, E46K and
G51D, which are both in the conserved N-terminus that mediates transient aS-membrane interactions. However, E46K
increases and G51D decreases aS-membrane interactions. Previously, we amplified E46K via the 11-residue repeat motifs, cre-
ating “3K” (E35K1E46K1E61K). Here, we engineered these motifs to amplify G51D (V40D1G51D1V66D = “3D”) and sys-
tematically compared E46K/3K versus G51D/3D. We found that G51D increased cytosolic aS in neural cells and 3D
aggravates this. G51D, and 3D even more, reduced aS multimer-to-monomer (aS60:aS14) ratio. Both amplified variants
caused cellular stress in rat primary neurons and reduced growth in human neuroblastoma cells. Importantly, both 3K- and
3D-induced stress was ameliorated by pharmacologically inhibiting stearoyl-CoA desaturase or by conditioning the cells in
palmitic (16:0) or myristic (14:0) acid. SCD inhibition lowered lipid-droplet accumulation in both 3D- and 3K-expressing cells
and benefitted G51D by normalizing multimer:monomer ratio, as reported previously for E46K. Our findings suggest that,
despite divergent cytosol/membrane partitioning, both G51D and E46K neurotoxicity can be prevented by decreasing fatty-
acid unsaturation as a common therapeutic approach.
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Significance Statement

a-Synuclein (aS) dyshomeostasis is linked to Parkinson’s disease. Here we focus on two contrasting familial-Parkinson’s dis-
ease aS mutants, E46K and G51D, that alter aS membrane association in opposite directions (E46K increases, G51D decreases
it). Taking advantage of aS repeat structure, here we designed aS “3D,” an amplified G51D variant (V40D1G51D1V66D).
aS 3D further enhanced G51D’s cytosolic enrichment. Systematic comparison of G51D/3D with membrane-enriched E46K/its
amplified variant 3K revealed that both can elicit stress in human neural cells and primary rodent neurons. This toxicity can
be ameliorated by inhibiting stearoyl-CoA desaturase or by saturated fatty acid conditioning. Thus, despite divergent mem-
brane binding, both G51D and E46K aS dyshomeostasis are mitigated by altering fatty acid saturation as a shared target.

Introduction
Synucleinopathies, which include Parkinson disease (PD), de-
mentia with Lewy bodies (DLBs), and multiple system atrophy
(MSA), are a group of progressive, debilitating neurodegenera-
tive diseases associated with a-synuclein (aS) aggregation in
Lewy bodies and Lewy neurites, pathologic features cardinal to
these diseases. PD affects .1% of the world population over the
age of 60, making it the second most prevalent neurodegenera-
tive disease globally and the most common synucleinopathy
(de Lau and Breteler, 2006; Mhyre et al., 2012). Discovered as
the first PD-associated gene, SNCA duplications/triplications
(Singleton et al., 2003; Chartier-Harlin et al., 2004) and SNCA
point mutations, namely, A53T (Polymeropoulos et al., 1997),
A30P (Krüger et al., 1998), E46K (Zarranz et al., 2004), G51D
(Kiely et al., 2013; Lesage et al., 2013), H50Q (Proukakis et al.,
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2013), A53E (Pasanen et al., 2014), and A30G (Liu et al., 2021),
have each been identified as causing forms of autosomal domi-
nant “familial” PD (fPD). Certain missense mutations, such as
E46K and G51D, display partially different clinical and neuro-
pathological features. For E46K patients, these include severe
parkinsonism as well as DLB (Zarranz et al., 2004). Patients bear-
ing a G51D allele exhibit PD with dementia while the sole neuro-
pathological report also revealed glial cytoplasmic inclusions in
oligodendrocytes reminiscent of MSA (Kiely et al., 2013), sug-
gesting a PD/DLB/MSA spectrum. The variability in clinical pre-
sentation and neuropathology between E46K and G51D is
expected to be a consequence of their underlying biochemical
mechanisms, which are not yet understood.

Several studies have examined the rate of aS aggregation or
fibril formation in vitro, with E46K accelerating and G51D slow-
ing oligomerization propensity versus WT aS (Pandey et al.,
2006; Lesage et al., 2013; Fares et al., 2014; Flagmeier et al.,
2016). aS can occur as a soluble unfolded protein in vitro
(Weinreb et al., 1996; Bertoncini et al., 2007) and when overex-
pressed in protein-transfected cells (Binolfi et al., 2012; Theillet
et al., 2016). It also associates with membranes (Kahle et al.,
2000; Fortin et al., 2010; Ramalingam and Dettmer, 2021) and
can attain a helically folded state on membrane interaction in
vitro (Davidson et al., 1998; Chandra et al., 2003; Jao et al., 2004,
2008). In addition, aggregation-resistant helical tetrameric/multi-
meric assemblies have been described (Bartels et al., 2011; Wang
et al., 2011) that are partially destabilized by fPD-causing aS mis-
sense mutations (Dettmer et al., 2015) as well as by loss-of-func-
tion mutations in glucocerebrosidase (GBA), a major PD risk
factor (Kim et al., 2018). A deeper understanding of how the par-
titioning of aS between different assembly forms and mem-
brane-bound versus aqueously soluble states can alter cellular
homeostasis should inform us about underlying pathogenic
mechanisms and guide therapeutic development. With these
goals in mind, and taking advantage of the canonical 11-residue
repeat structure, we developed a protein-engineering-based
approach to selectively populate certain aS states in cultured
cells. E46K shows increased phospholipid membrane binding
compared with WT aS (Choi et al., 2004; Zarranz et al., 2004;
Perlmutter et al., 2009; Rovere et al., 2019). In order to enhance
this effect, we previously engineered the “3K” mutant by insert-
ing analogous E-to-K mutations into the KTKEGV repeat motifs
immediately adjacent to E46K (E35K1E46K1E61K) (Dettmer
et al., 2015). The positive charges of 3K increase binding to nega-
tively charged phospholipid membranes (Dettmer et al., 2015),
which induces cytotoxicity (Dettmer et al., 2015, 2017; Imberdis
et al., 2019b; Terry-Kantor et al., 2020), leads to a reduced multi-
mer:monomer ratio, and causes lipid/membrane-rich aS accu-
mulation (Dettmer et al., 2017; Ericsson et al., 2021). The latter
change is reminiscent of the recent recharacterization of Lewy
bodies as rich in lipid vesicles and membrane fragments, in addi-
tion to aS accumulation (Shahmoradian et al., 2019).

aS 3K transgenic mice exhibit a progressive PD-like pheno-
type with robust tremor and gait deficits (partially rescued by L-
DOPA), loss of dopaminergic neurons, and formation of aS-rich
inclusions in neuron cell bodies and neurites (Nuber et al.,
2018). Based in part on this striking PD-like phenotype, we have
used the 3K mutation as a drug discovery tool in cellular screens
and identified stearoyl-CoA desaturase (SCD) as a key lipid
modulator (Imberdis et al., 2019b) whose inhibition ameliorates
aS-mediated toxicity in yeast (Fanning et al., 2018; Vincent et al.,
2018), neural cells (Fanning et al., 2018; Vincent et al., 2018;

Imberdis et al., 2019b; Terry-Kantor et al., 2020; Nicholatos et
al., 2021), and mouse brain (Nuber et al., 2021) by re-equilibrat-
ing fatty acid (FA) homeostasis. These experimental observations
collectively make the 3K aS amplification model suitable for
addressing underlying mechanisms in PD with respect to excess
aS-membrane binding. In contrast to membrane-avid E46K/3K,
G51D impairs membrane association (Fares et al., 2014;
Ysselstein et al., 2015), thereby increasing the soluble, cytosolic
state of aS. However, there is no consensus in the field on how
G51D exerts its toxicity, which could in part be because of the
subtle effects of G51D alone.

Here, we focus on the consequences of expressing the cyto-
sol-enriched G51D mutation compared with the membrane-avid
E46K mutant. We use a protein engineering method to design
3D aS (V40D1G51D1V66D) by inserting G51D-analogous
mutations into the immediately adjacent 11-amino acid repeats
(core motif: KTKEGV). We reasoned that this would bias
aS even further toward a soluble state. We show in neural cells
that 3D indeed is enriched in cytosol compared with G51D.
Moreover, 3D further exacerbates the reduction in multimer
(aS60) to monomer (aS14) ratio observed on expression of
G51D in neural cells. 3D and 3K enhance the cellular effects of
G51D and E46K, respectively, and elicit increased toxicity when
expressed in primary neurons. Both mutants lead to reduced cell
growth in neural cells. The cellular stress exhibited by both the
cytosol-preferring 1D and 3D and the membrane-preferring 1K
and 3K aS can be decreased by pharmacological inhibition of
SCD in neural cells and primary neurons. Moreover, condition-
ing in palmitic acid (16:0) or myristic acid (14:0) rescues the
growth defect elicited by 3D, as previously shown for 3K
(Imberdis et al., 2019b). Inhibiting SCD also alters the increased
lipid droplets (LDs) of cells expressing the 3D and 3K variants.
We show that SCD inhibition benefits G51D-expressing neural
cells by increasing the aggregation-resistant multimer relative to
the monomer. Together, our results indicate that the cell stress
and biochemical properties of fPD mutants G51D and E46K are
enhanced by rational design of their amplified mutants 3D and 3K
in cultured neural cells and primary neurons. Despite their dispar-
ate membrane-binding preferences, both G51D-like and E46K-
like cytotoxicity can be mitigated by SCD inhibition, pointing to a
common underlying mono-unsaturated fatty acid (MUFA) meta-
bolic alteration and a common therapeutic approach.

Materials and Methods
cDNA cloning. Mutant variant constructs were designed using

GeneArt Strings DNA Fragments (Invitrogen) and ligated into pcDNA4/
TO/myc-His and pLVX-TetOne-Puro lentiviral plasmid (Clontech/
TaKaRa) plasmids using the In-Fusion HD cloning system (Takara)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. aS variants were cloned into
the pLVX-mCherry vector by restriction-enzyme-based cloning using
SpeI/NotI sites.

Primary rat neuron harvest. Primary embryonic neurons were iso-
lated from E18 Sprague Dawley rats. Dissected cortices were collected in
HBSS on ice and digested with trypsin/EDTA at 37°C for 15min fol-
lowed by gentle trituration with a fire-polished Pasteur pipette in
Neurobasal medium (Invitrogen) supplemented with B27, GlutaMAX
(Invitrogen), penicillin (100 IU/ml), and streptomycin (100mg/ml). Cells
were then filtered through a 70mm cell strainer (to remove tissue debris
and clumps) and seeded in flat-bottom laminin/poly-L-ornithine-coated
polystyrene plates (Corning, 354659) at a density of 50,000 cells (per well
of 96-well plate) and 250,000 cells (per well of 24-well plate). The cells
were cultured by keeping half the volume of existing supplemented
Neurobasal medium in the wells and adding a fresh half of supple-
mented Neurobasal medium.
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Cell culture and transfection. Human BE(2)-M17 neuroblastoma
cells (called M17D, ATCC #CRL-2267) and primary rat neurons were
cultured at 37°C in 5% CO2. M17D cells were cultured in DMEM
supplemented with 10% FBS, penicillin (50 units/ml), streptomycin
(50 mg/ml), and 1 mM L-glutamine for assays. Cells were transfected
with Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) following the manufacturer’s
instructions.

Free FA loading. Free FAs used were myristic acid (Cayman, 13351),
stearic acid (Cayman, 10011298), and oleic acid (Cayman, 90260). Cells
were plated on d 1 using DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and 1 mM

glutamine. On d 2, media was removed and replaced with DMEM con-
taining 2.5% FBS (starving condition); and 4 h after starvation, cells were
treated with various concentrations of BSA/FA complexes. To prepare
BSA/FA complexes, BSA was mixed with FAs in a ratio of 1:5 and incu-
bated at 37 °C for 30-60 min. Various concentrations of BSA/FA com-
plex were added to cells for 3-4 h before adding doxycycline (1mg/ml
final concentration) to induce expression.

Intact-cell crosslinking. Transfected cells were collected by tritura-
tion, washed with PBS, and then resuspended in PBS with EDTA-free
Complete Protease Inhibitor (Roche). Next, cells were crosslinked in 1
mM final concentration of disuccinimidyl glutarate (DSG) (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) for 30min at 37 °C while rotating (Imberdis et al.,
2019a). The reaction was then quenched by adding 50 mM Tris, pH 7.6,
and incubating for 15min at room temperature. Triton X-100 was then

added at 1% final concentration and kept on ice for 10min. Lysates were
spun at 21,130� g for 30min. LDS sample buffer was added followed by
boiling.

Total protein lysates and sequential protein extraction. Total protein
lysates (cytosol and membrane) were generated by lysing cells in 1%
Triton-X 100 detergent (Sigma) in PBS containing protease inhibitors.
For sequential protein extraction, cells were resuspended in their media,
transferred to 1.5 ml tubes, and centrifuged at 1500� g for 5min. Pellets
were resuspended in 100ml of dH2O and incubated on a rotating wheel
at 4 °C for 5min; 11ml of 10� PBS was added, followed by ultracentrifu-
gation at 100,000� g for 30min at 4 °C. Supernatants were collected (cy-
tosolic fraction), pellets were resuspended in 111ml of 1� PBS 1% Triton
X-100 and sonicated (Sonic Dismembrator model 300; microtip
setting = 40; 15 pulses). Tubes were ultracentrifuged again, and superna-
tants were collected (membrane fraction). The resultant supernatant
contained extracted membrane proteins.

Imaging-based assays. Calcein/propidium iodide (PI) assay (see
Fig. 1f; Cayman 20 632/Invitrogen P3566) and WST assay (see Fig.
3e; Abcam ab155902) were performed following the manufac-
turers’ instructions. Imaging-based toxicity assay “round versus
flat” (see Fig. 2a,b), a total of 15,000 M17D cells per well (96-well
plate), were plated on day 1. On day 2, each well was transfected
with 100 ng DNA and Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen; 11668030)
following the manufacturer’s instructions. Constructs used were

Figure 1. Strategically engineered aS variants 3D and 3K amplify biochemical effects of G51D (1D) and E46K (1K) in M17D neuroblastoma cells. a, Helical wheel (11/3 helix) representation
of a membrane-induced amphipathic helix of WT aS and 4 indicated variants. Blue represents basic aa. Red represents acidic aa. Gray represents aS region stabilized by hydrophobic interac-
tions. Bottom, The aS variants aligned by the KTKEGV consensus motifs with residues that fully or partially conform to “KTKEGV” highlighted in gray. Red represents amino acid changes in
G51D and 3D (V40D1G51D1V66D). Blue represents E46K and 3K (E35K1E46K1E61K). b, Theoretical effects of E46K and G51D mutations on aS-membrane interactions. Positions of aa in
repeat #4 (SKTKEGVVHGV) of membrane-embedded aS are shown. Red represents negatively charged lipid head groups. Pale gray represents FA tails. WT aS is stabilized by hydrophobic inter-
actions (gray region) and electrostatic interactions (blue aS near red lipid head groups) as diagrammed in middle panel with folded aS (blue ovals, membrane) and unfolded monomers
(curves, cytoplasm). G51D changes membrane-embedded residue G to negatively charged D creating repulsion (lightening arrows), leading to reduced membrane affinity and more cytosolic
aS (top). E46K, on the other hand, changes membrane-proximal E to positive charge K (bottom), thereby leading to increased aS-membrane interactions (indicated by yellow curve) and
more aS at the membrane. c, M17D cells were transiently transfected with WT aS and indicated variants for 48 h. Intact-cell cross-linking with 1 mM DSG followed by sequential extraction of
cytosolic and membrane proteins. WB for aS (mAb Syn1) and DJ-1 (control for cross-linking efficiency and protein loading). Variant 2D comprises mutations V40D1G51D and 2K comprises
E35K1E46K. Representative WB of N= 3 independent experiments done on 3 different days. d, Quantification of c: aS cytosol:membrane and aS60:14 ratios and DJ-1 (control for cross-link-
ing and loading); total N= 3 for all aS variants (WT was analyzed in duplicates in one experiment); WT (average) value was set to 1 in each independent experiment. *p, 0.05. **p, 0.01.
***p, 0.001. ****p, 0.0001. Additional accompanying data in Extended Data Figure 1-1.
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yellow fluorescent protein (YFP), aS-wt::YFP, aS-3D::YFP, and
aS-3K::YFP. Cells were imaged and analyzed 38 h after transfec-
tion using the processing definition described by Terry-Kantor et
al. (2020) to quantify green, round (dead) cells and green, flat
(live) cells. The ratio of round to flat transfected cells was calcu-
lated relative to wt. Imaging-based toxicity assay “mCherry coex-
pression” (see Fig. 8): Rat primary neurons were transfected with
pLVX-IRES-mCherry plasmids (aS wt, 1D, 3D, 1K, 3K); and 72 h
after transfection we measured (1) total integrated area in the red
channel (Incucyte standard processing definition) as a proxy for
health of transfected cells, and (2) neurite length/cell body
(Incucyte “Neurite Mask” processing definition) in the red channel
as a proxy for neurite integrity. To measure the neurite length of
rat cortical neurons, we used the Neurotrack processing definition
in the IncuCyte Zoom 2016A software with the following parame-
ters: cell body cluster parameter: top hat, radius (mm) 10, threshold
(RCU) 2.0; cleanup: hole fill (mm2) 0.0 – adjust size (pixels) 0 –
minimum cell width (mm) 12.0; cell body cluster filters: area (mm2),
min 117.0. The following neurite parameters were used: neurite
coarse sensitivity 9, neurite fine sensitivity 0.55; neurite width
(mm) 1. Lipidspot 610 (#70069, Biotium) was added as per the
manufacturer’s instructions to detect LDs.

Immunoblotting. Samples were prepared for electrophoresis by lysis
in the respective lysis buffer, addition of 4� NuPAGE LDS sample
buffer, and boiling for 10min. Samples were electrophoresed on
NuPAGE 4%-12% Bis-Tris gels with NuPAGE MES-SDS running buffer
and SeeBlue Plus2 molecular weight marker (all by Invitrogen) at 120 V
and transferred in the iBlot 2 system (Invitrogen) to PVDF membranes
(iBlot 2 PVDF regular stacks; IB401031). Membranes were fixed for
10min in 4% PFA (in PBS). Membranes were blocked in blocking buffer
(TBS blocking buffer, LiCor 927-60001) for 1 h and incubated in pri-
mary antibody in blocking buffer overnight at 4 °C. Membranes were
washed 3� 5min in PBST or TBST. Secondary antibodies were pre-
pared in the blocking buffer and incubated for 1 h at room temperature.
Membranes were washed 3� 10min in PBST or TBST and scanned
(Odyssey CLx, Li-Cor).

ELISA. Cell lysates from transfected cells were diluted with 1% BSA
in wash buffer (TBS supplemented with 0.05% Tween). For total aS and
pS129 aS assays, each well of an uncoated 96-well multiarray plate
(Meso Scale Discovery, #L15XA-3) was coated with 30ml of a PBS solu-
tion containing 3mg/ml of MJFR1 (for total) or MJFR13 (for pS129) cap-
ture antibody (Abcam) and incubated at room temperature overnight. A
detection antibody solution was prepared with biotinylated Syn1 anti-
body (BD Bioscience), plus 100 ng/ml Streptavidin Sulfo-TAG (Meso
Scale Discovery, #R32AD-5) and 1% BSA diluted in wash buffer.
Following overnight incubation, 50ml/well of the sample plus 25ml/well
of the detection antibody solution were incubated for 2 h at room tem-
perature with shaking at .300 rpm, washing wells with wash buffer
between incubations. The plate was read and analyzed according to
manufacturer’s protocol.

Immunocytochemistry. Primary cortical neurons were fixed in 4%
PFA in PBS for 10min and washed 3� 5min in PBS. Cells were then
permeabilized in PBS/1% Triton X-100 for 10min and washed 3� 5min
with PBS. First, antibodies were prepared in TBS/10% goat serum and
incubated for 1 h at room temperature. Cells were washed 3� 5min in
PBS and incubated for 1 h with secondary antibodies in TBS/10% goat
serum. Nuclei were visualized by adding Hoechst dye (Invitrogen;
H3570) at 1:2000 for 5min. Cells were washed 3� 5min in PBS and
imaged on InCell2200.

Antibodies. Primary antibodies used were monoclonal 15G7 [30] to
aS (hybridoma supernatant; 1:500 in Western blot [WB]), monoclonal
syn1 610786 (BD Biosciences; 1:1000 in WB), anti-DJ-1 (Baulac et al.,
2004) (1:3000 in WB), mAb 6C5 to GAPDH (Santa Cruz Biotechnology;
1:1000 in WB), and polyclonal cleaved poly-adenosine 59-diphosphate-
ribose polymerase (PARP, Asp214) #9541S (Cell Signaling Technology,
1:1000 in WB). Secondary antibodies used were LiCor IRDye (926-
68076, 926-32212, and 926-32211, 1:10,000 for WB).

Compounds. The SCD inhibitors used were CAY10566 (Abcam,
ab144421) and MF-438 (Millipore Sigma, 569406).

Statistical analyses. We performed one-way ANOVA including
Tukey’s or Dunnett’s or unpaired two-tailed t tests using GraphPad
Prism version 9 following the program’s guidelines. Normal distribution
and similar variance were observed for all values. Values in graphs are
mean6 SD. Criteria for significance were routinely determined relative
to wt aS (shown in figures). Sufficient experiments and replicates were
analyzed to achieve statistical significance and these judgments were
based on earlier, similar work.

Results
Amplified E46K and G51D aS decrease cellular health in
human neuroblastoma cells
Two missense mutations in aS, E46K and G51D, are each causa-
tive of autosomal dominant PD (Zarranz et al., 2004; Lesage et
al., 2013; Kiely et al., 2015). The aS protein contains six to nine
imperfect 11-residue repeats with the core consensus sequence
KTKEGV (Maroteaux et al., 1988) and adopts a helical confor-
mation on binding to lipid membranes (Davidson et al., 1998;
Chandra et al., 2003; Jao et al., 2004, 2008). E46K changes the
core sequence in repeat #4 from KTKEGV to KTKKGV, chang-
ing a negative to a positive charge in the helical region believed
to be lying along the outside of vesicle membranes, whereas
G51D introduces a negative charge in a hydrophobic stretch pre-
sumed to be embedded in the outer leaflet of the vesicle mem-
brane (Fig. 1a,b). We reasoned that the nature of these disparate
mutations should alter aS-membrane interactions in opposite
directions (Fig. 1b), although both produce the clinicopathologi-
cal syndrome of PD. E46K should increase aS-membrane associ-
ation while G51D should decrease it and lead to increased
cytosolic presence (Fig. 1b). Indeed, it has been reported that
E46K stabilizes aS-membrane interactions, presumably via
increased interaction with negatively charged lipid head groups
(Choi et al., 2004; Perlmutter et al., 2009). This effect seems to be
amplified by our engineered mutant 3K (E35K1E46K1E61K),
generated by changing glutamate to lysine in repeats #3 and #5
analogous to clinical mutation E46K in repeat #4 (Fig. 1a)
(Rovere et al., 2019). When expressed in human neuroblas-
toma cells, aS 3K causes cytotoxicity (Dettmer et al., 2015).
When expressed as YFP-fusion proteins, aS E46K (1K) and
to a much greater extent aS 3K form round cytoplasmic
inclusions that can be studied longitudinally by live-cell mi-
croscopy (Imberdis et al., 2019b; Terry-Kantor et al., 2020).
We predicted that, for the G51D mutation, in contrast, the
reported reduction in membrane binding (Fares et al., 2014;
Ysselstein et al., 2015) could be amplified by expressing the
compound mutant 3D (V40D1G51D1V66D). This mutant
was designed by changing valine (V) to aspartic acid (D) in
repeats #3 and #5 at positions analogous to G51D in repeat
#4 (Fig. 1a).

To test our hypothesis, we expressed aS WT, fPD mutants
E46K (1K) and G51D (1D) as well as the compound mutants 2D
(V40D1G51D), 3D, 2K (E35K1E46K), and 3K in M17D neuro-
blastoma cells that have low levels of endogenous aS (Dettmer et
al., 2013). Intact-cell crosslinking followed by subcellular fractio-
nation of the lysates into PBS-soluble (cytosol) and Triton X-
100-soluble (membrane) fractions was performed (Imberdis et al.,
2019a). Subsequent WB (equal loading) revealed that the fPD-
linked aS mutations, 1D and 1K, both decreased the aS multimer:
monomer (aS60:14) ratio, consistent with a previous report
(Dettmer et al., 2015), and the 3D and 3K variants exacerbated these
decreases (Fig. 1d, right). 3K expression led to further increase in
aS membrane:cytosol ratio relative to 1K (Fig. 1c,d, left), demon-
strating preference of 3K for membranes. This is in accord with a
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previous characterization of aS 3K (Dettmer et
al., 2015). In contrast, the 3D mutant decreased
the aS membrane:cytosol ratio compared with
1D and 2D variants (Fig. 1c,d, left), demon-
strating an increased cytosolic localization. To
lend support to our observation that increased
D substitutions led to a shift toward aS cytosol
excess while K substitutions led to increased
membrane preference, we expanded our list of
engineered aS variants to include 4D (A29D1-
V40D1G51D1V66D), 6D (A18D1A29D1
V40D1G51D1V66D1V88D), 4K (Q24K1
E35K1E46K1E61K), and 6K (E13K1Q24K1
E35K1E46K1E61K1E83K) mutants as part of
the same experiment as in Figure 1c. We found
that, while the levels of total PBS-soluble (cyto-
solic) aS were elevated in a stepwise fashion
going from WT to 6D (Extended Fig. 1-1a,b,
top left), there was no significant corresponding
increase in the amount of membrane-associated
aS. This strongly suggested that the distribution
of aS toward the cytosol was independent of
total aS levels and likely because of effects of the
increasing D substitutions on aS. In contrast, a
stepwise trend toward membrane association
was seen for aS 1K-6K variants (Extended Fig.
1-1a,b, top right). Moreover, we will demon-
strate below (see Fig. 3a) that, even with similar
aS expression levels, 3D is more cytosolic than
WTwhile 3K is more membrane-associated.

We chose 3D and 3K to further elucidate
the consequences of expressing two opposite
aS variants in a mildly exaggerated fashion. We
reasoned that both 3D and 3K had the same
number of alterations in the aS sequence and
showed significant but opposite changes in their
cellular distribution (3D cytosolic; 3K mem-
brane). In addition, a mouse model of 3K aS
has been shown to exhibit a robust PD pheno-
type (Nuber et al., 2018), further supporting a
comparison of 3D versus 3K.

In order to assess the impact of 3D and
3K on aS distribution in live cells, we expressed
these variants as YFP-fusion proteins in M17D
neuroblastoma cells. The YFP signal was ob-
served by live-cell fluorescence microscopy in
the automated Incucyte time-lapse photography
system (Fig. 2a). In accord with earlier reports
(Dettmer et al., 2015, 2017; Ericsson et al.,
2021), the 3K mutant exhibited a punctate
inclusion phenotype in the cytoplasm consistent with its increased
affinity for vesicle membranes and LDs (Fig. 2a, right; dotted arrows
indicate inclusions). The appearance of aS seen on WT::YFP
expression confirmed our previous results in M17D cells that
showed WT diffusely in the cytoplasm (Dettmer et al., 2015). In
3D::YFP-expressing cells, localization of aS was indistinguishable
from WT, indicating that 3D::YFP, like WT aS, is largely cytosolic
(Fig. 2a, left vs middle). Together, these results suggested that, com-
pared with the amplified mutant 3K, the amplified 3D mutant has
far less membrane association and is cytosolically distributed.

Close inspection of the M17D transfectants revealed the fre-
quent presence of cells with rounded morphology in both 3D::
YFP and 3K::YFP cultures relative to WT::YFP cultures (Fig. 2a:

white arrowheads indicate rounded cells; white solid arrows indi-
cate flat cells). As an approximation for cellular health, we quan-
tified the ratio of rounded (presumptively “stressed”) cells to flat
(presumptively unaffected) cells. This approach revealed that the
3K::YFP mutant significantly altered apparent cellular health (a
mean 1.786 0.29 increase of the rounded:flat cell ratio relative to
WT::YFP) (Fig. 2b). 3D::YFP-expressing cells showed an inter-
mediate reduction in health relative to WT::YFP (1.366 0.15
mean increase of rounded:flat cell ratio relative to WT) (Fig. 2b).
As an independent readout, we used the well-established calcein-
AM and PI dye-based assay that stains live versus dead cells,
respectively. We determined the ratio of the fluorescent signal
for calcein-AM to protease inhibitor relative to WT::YFP-
expressing cells. This analysis revealed a similar decrease in cell

Figure 2. Engineered variants 3D and 3K elicit stress in M17D neural cells and alter aS levels. a, Representative fluo-
rescent microscopy images of aS WT and indicated variants fused to YFP and transiently expressed in M17D cells (38 h).
Arrows indicate flat, healthy-looking cells. Arrowheads indicate rounded cells. Dotted arrows indicate cells bearing inclu-
sions. Scale bar, 50mm. b, Quantification of transfected cells shown in a: ratio of rounded to flat cells for all transfections
relative to WT::YFP. Data represent N= 3 independent experiments with total n= 10. c, Fluorescence signal ratio of cal-
cein-AM total PI-stained cells relative to WT::YFP-expressing M17D cells. Graph represents total n= 8. d, WB for aS-
pS129, total aS (mAb 15G7), and GAPDH (loading control). e, Quantification of total aS:GAPDH and (f) pS129:total aS
ratios (normalized to WT::YFP); graph represents N= 2 independent experiments with total n= 7. g, ELISA measure-
ment of total aS and (h) pS129:total aS levels. Experimental setup as in a. ELISA was performed on N= 2 independent
days in 8 replicates each (total n= 16) for both g and h. Data are mean6 SD. *p, 0.05. **p, 0.01. ***p, 0.001.
****p, 0.0001.
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viability for both 3D::YFP and 3K::YFP mutants compared with
WT::YFP-expressing M17D cells (Fig. 2c).

Levels of total aS and relative serine 129 phosphorylation are
altered in 3D::YFP and 3K::YFP-expressing human
neuroblastoma cells
We next subjected lysates of M17D cells expressing WT::
YFP, 3D::YFP, and 3K::YFP to WB and measured the levels
of total aS and serine 129 phosphorylated aS (aS-pS129)
(Fig. 2d). Excess pS129 is widely accepted as a PD-relevant
marker of aS abnormality (e.g., Zhou et al., 2011; Walker et
al., 2013). Quantification revealed that total aS was elevated
in 3D::YFP-expressing cells relative to WT::YFP (mean fold
difference 2.866 0.42) (Fig. 2e). In contrast, 3K-expressing
cells showed a reduction in total aS levels (0.286 0.14 rela-
tive to WT::YFP) (Fig. 2e). The ratio of pS129 to total aS
was elevated in 3K (mean 6.156 1.19-fold) and modestly
reduced in 3D cells (mean 0.766 0.17-fold) compared with
cells expressing WT::YFP aS (Fig. 2f). Independent testing
of this observation by ELISA revealed closely similar results
(Fig. 2g,h). Total aS levels by ELISA were markedly increased
in 3D::YFP transfectants relative to WT::YFP while they were
modestly but significantly decreased in the 3K::YFP transfec-
tants (Fig. 2g). Consistent with our WB analysis, the ratio of
pS129 to total aS by ELISA also showed opposing trends:
higher in 3K::YFP cells and lower in 3D::YFP cells compared
with WT::YFP cells (Fig. 2h). Thus, the two methods agree on
the changes seen for total aS levels and the ratio of pS129 to
total aS.

Inducible expression of aS 3D and 3K affects the health of
human neuroblastoma lines
To assess the effects of aS variants in a homogeneous, regulated,
and visualizable system, we generated human M17D neural cells
that inducibly express YFP-tagged aS in the presence of doxycy-
cline (Dox). This system allowed for precisely timed control of
aS expression, while the YFP-tag enabled visualization of aS dis-
tribution in living cells. We first sought to establish the relation-
ship between the WT::YFP, 1D::YFP, and 3D::YFP variants
having matched total aS expression levels. We performed subcel-
lular fractionation of lysates of the three Dox-inducible cell lines
and analyzed the PBS-soluble cytosolic and Triton X-100-solubi-
lized membrane fractions (Extended Data Fig. 3-1a). Compared
with WT, the 1D variant increased the relative amount of aS in
the soluble fraction consistent with our earlier observation (Fig.
1c,d) and previous reports of impaired membrane association
(Fares et al., 2014). The 3D variant further enhanced this effect
(Extended Data Fig. 3-1a). These observations, together with the
data shown in Figure 1c, d, demonstrated that, regardless of the
total aS expression level, the D substitutions (1D, 3D) lead to an
increased cytosolic preference of aS. We have previously shown
that aS 3K exacerbates the inclusion formation and cytotoxicity
elicited by 1K inM17D cells (Dettmer et al., 2015). Given our ob-
servation in M17D cells that 3D amplifies the effect of 1D (Fig.
1d; Extended Data Fig. 3-1a), we compared and contrasted the
two amplified mutants 3D and 3K in our dox-inducible M17D
model. We started by characterizing the distribution of 3D::YFP
and 3K::YFP aS variants by live-cell imaging (Extended Data
Fig. 3-1b) and biochemical subcellular fractionation (Fig. 3a).
Image analysis showed that 3D distribution was akin to WT
while 3K again exhibited multiple punctate inclusions (Extended
Data Fig. 3-1b), consistent with what we had observed for the
transiently transfected M17D cells (Fig. 2a). Subcellular

fractionation of lysates from all three cell lines showed that, com-
pared with WT, 3D enhanced the soluble fraction of aS while 3K
caused an increase in the membrane fraction (Fig. 3a). These
results indicated that 3D and 3K variants alter the distribution of
aS in opposite directions regardless of absence or presence of a
YFP tag.

To investigate the consequences of expressing cytosol-
enriched (3D) versus membrane-enriched (3K) aS on cell viabil-
ity, we next characterized the inducible lines in a cell growth
assay. Cells were plated at a low density in 96-well plates and
allowed to adhere for 24 h. Expression of WT::YFP, 3D::YFP, or
3K::YFP was then induced by Dox, and cell growth was moni-
tored over time. Cell confluence was quantified for induced
(1Dox) cells relative to the uninduced (-Dox) condition for each
individual line. WT::YFP induction produced no significant
effects on cell growth over the course of 96 h (Fig. 3b, bottom,
four black bars). In contrast, induced expression of 3D::YFP and
3K::YFP aS each led to pronounced effects on cell growth (Fig.
3b, middle four green bars and top four blue bars, respectively).
The growth defects appeared as early as 48 h after induction,
with the difference becoming most apparent at 96 h (Fig. 3b).
Image analyses at the 96 h time point again illustrated that induc-
tion of WT::YFP did not cause growth defects: the mean conflu-
ence relative to uninduced cells was 0.956 0.08 (Fig. 3c,d). In
contrast, 3K::YFP expression caused a marked reduction in cell
confluence relative to uninduced cells (0.586 0.09; Fig. 3c,d).
3D::YFP cells showed a less pronounced but still substantial
growth defect (0.756 0.10; Fig. 3c,d). All subsequent assays were
therefore analyzed based on this 96 h time point.

We next applied the widely usedWST-1 (2-(4-iodophenyl)-3-
(4-nitrophenyl)�5-(2,4-disulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium, mono-
sodium salt) assay, which measures activity of mitochondrial de-
hydrogenases to assess cell viability and proliferation. WST-1
reagent was added to both uninduced and induced cells, and the
conversion of the tetrazolium salt to a colored formazan product
was measured. Both 3K::YFP and 3D::YFP inducible cells had
significantly reduced levels of formazan relative to uninduced
cells (mean values 0.576 0.17 for 3K and 0.846 0.05 for 3D rela-
tive to uninduced cells) (Fig. 3e). No significant effect was
observed for WT::YFP-expressing cells (1Dox) compared with
control (-Dox) (Fig. 3e). Together, the two independent assays,
image-based confluence analysis (Fig. 3c,d) and WST-1 assay
(Fig. 3e), supported the interpretation that both 3D and 3K cells
undergo significant stress when Dox-induced. We sought to con-
firm whether cell survival was impacted by using PI, a stain that
only enters membrane-compromised dying or dead cells. Image
analysis and quantification of red PI fluorescence (Fig. 4a,b) for
all three cell lines relative to uninduced (-Dox) revealed a pro-
nounced increase only for 3K::YFP cells (mean value 8.5 6 2.01-
fold, relative to -Dox condition). This result suggested that by
the 96 h time point, the 3K cells had developed both a growth
defect and cell death. To investigate the potential mechanism of
cell death, we probed for PARP1 cleavage by WB. We quantified
the fraction of cleaved PARP for each cell line relative to unin-
duced. Only 3K::YFP elicited a cleaved PARP response, with lev-
els 3.2-fold higher than in uninduced cells (mean value
3.246 0.63; Fig. 4c), implicating PARP’s apoptotic role in 3K::
YFP-induced toxicity. The absence of both PI1 staining and ele-
vated cleaved PARP in the 3D::YFP cells suggested an alternative
mechanism that limits cell growth.

We next examined levels of total aS, phospho-aS (pS129)
and GAPDH (as a loading control) by WB of Dox-induced and
uninduced cultures at the 96 h time point (Fig. 4d–f). No relevant
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aS levels were observed in uninduced
cells, as expected. WT::YFP, 3D::YFP,
and 3K::YFP inducible cells expressed aS
at similar levels when induced (Fig.
4d,e). 3K::YFP cells exhibited a mark-
edly increased ratio of pS129 to total
aS compared with 3D::YFP and WT::
YFP cells (Fig. 4f). Comparison of 3D
and WT expressing cells revealed no
significant difference.

SCD inhibition rescues decreased cell
health caused by induced expression of
aS 3D or 3K
Lipids play a central role in many cellular
pathways associated with PD pathogene-
sis, such as oxidative stress, endosomal-
lysosomal pathway dysfunction, ER
stress, and altered immune responses.
Indeed, several genes involved in lipid
metabolism have been identified in
genome-wide association studies as risk
factors for PD (Simón-Sánchez et al.,
2009; Nalls et al., 2014). Lipidomic stud-
ies have also reported PD-related lipid
alterations in both patient brains and
plasma (Adibhatla and Hatcher, 2007).
More recently, work by us and others iden-
tified SCD, the rate-limiting enzyme for
the formation of MUFAs from saturated
FAs (SFAs), as a therapeutic target for
ameliorating aS cytotoxicity, thus connect-
ing lipid metabolism directly to aS biology
(Fanning et al., 2018; Vincent et al., 2018;
Imberdis et al., 2019b). Taking advantage
of our Incucyte cell confluence assay, we
previously demonstrated that an SCD in-
hibitor, MF-438, can rescue the stunted
growth of M17D cells caused by 3K::YFP
expression (Terry-Kantor et al., 2020).
SCD inhibition improved cell growth and
prevented 3K::YFP-mediated cytotoxicity,
including a decrease in aS inclusion bur-
den and redistribution of the protein to its
normal cytosolic pattern (Fanning et al.,
2018; Terry-Kantor et al., 2020). While
3D::YFP-expressing cells do not yield the
aS-rich inclusions observed in 3K::YFP
cells (Fig. 2a; Extended Data Fig. 3-1b), we
asked whether altering FA homeostasis
by inhibiting SCD might also alleviate
the slow growth phenotype observed
in our experiments. We first treated
the cells with MF-438 (1 mm) for 24 h
before inducing expression of WT::
YFP, 3D::YFP, or 3K::YFP with Dox.
Cell confluence was quantified in the
unbiased Incucyte imaging system at 96 h. For each cell
line, the relative confluence of untreated and uninduced
cells at this time point served as the control (Fig. 5a: 0 h,
-Dox/-MF). In accord with Figure 3d, induction of 3K::YFP
reduced cell confluence (Fig. 5a: compare 3K column, 96 h,
-Dox/-MF and 96 h, 1Dox/-MF). In agreement with our

earlier report (Terry-Kantor et al., 2020), the confluence of
3K::YFP-expressing cells became similar to uninduced cells
in the presence of MF-438 (Fig. 5a: compare 3K column, 96
h, 1Dox/-MF and 96 h, 1Dox/1MF). Induced expression
of 3D::YFP also lowered cell confluence (Fig. 5a: compare
3D column, 96 h, -Dox/-MF and 96 h, 1Dox/-MF), consist-
ent with our earlier observation in Figure 3d. Treatment

Figure 3. Induced expression of 3D and 3K elicits stress in M17D neural cells. a, Sequential protein extraction aS WT::YFP,
3D::YFP, and 3K::YFP (induced for 48 h) into PBS (cyto) and Triton X-100 (mem) fractions. Top, WB total aS (mAb 15G7),
GAPDH (cytosol marker), and transferrin receptor (TfR; membrane marker). Bottom, Quantitation of aS cyto versus mem rela-
tive to WT::YFP; N= 3 independent experiments, total n= 10 (WT::YFP, 3K::YFP) or n= 8 (3D::YFP cells). b, aS::YFP was
induced, and cell confluence was recorded after 0, 24, 48, 72, and 96 h by Incucyte. Quantitation relative to uninduced
(1Dox/-Dox). As a baseline, red dashed line indicates normalized average fold growth of uninduced cells. N= 7 independent
experiments, total n= 33. c, Representative bright-field images recorded right before (0 h) and 96 h after addition of Dox
(1Dox) or vehicle (-Dox). Orange represents cells identified by Incucyte. Bottom, Inset, YFP images 96 h after induction. Scale
bar, 200mm; inset, 100mm. d, Quantitation of c, at 96 h after induction. Cell confluence defined as in c, relative to uninduced
(-Dox) condition for each cell line separately. Graph represents N= 7 independent experiments with total n= 33. e, WST-1
assay to assess cell viability. WST-1 reagent added to -Dox and 1Dox cells at 96 h, absorbance measured at 440 nm.
Absorbance of 1Dox relative to -Dox. N= 3 independent experiments, total n= 9. Data are mean 6 SD. **p, 0.01.
***p, 0.001. ****p, 0.0001. Additional accompanying data in Extended Data Figure 3-1.
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with MF-438 rescued this growth defect of 3D::YFP-
expressing cells (Fig. 5a: compare 96 h 1Dox/-MF vs
1Dox/1MF). Importantly, the compound neither elicited
toxicity nor imparted benefit to any of the uninduced cell
lines (Extended Data Fig. 5-1a: compare -Dox/-MF vs
-Dox/1MF). We next quantified cell growth relative to the
control condition (Fig. 5b: -Dox, open bar) for all three
individual cell lines in the absence or presence of 1 mm MF-
438. The SCD inhibitor minimally changed the mean con-
fluence of WT::YFP cells from 0.926 0.11 (Fig. 5b: 1Dox,
filled dark gray bar) to 1.086 0.17 (Fig. 5b: 1Dox1MF-
438, filled pale gray bar). In contrast, the mean confluence
of induced 3K::YFP cells improved from 0.656 0.18 (Fig.
5b: 1Dox, filled dark blue bar) to 0.906 0.16 in the pres-
ence of MF-438 (Fig. 5b: 1Dox1MF-438, filled pale blue
bar), demonstrating rescue of the 3K::YFP-mediated growth
defect. The stunted growth of 3D::YFP-expressing cells also
benefitted from SCD inhibitor MF-438 and changed from
0.786 0.12 (Fig. 5b: 1Dox, dark green filled bar) in its ab-
sence to 1.026 0.22 (Fig. 5b: 1Dox1MF-438, light green
filled bar) in the presence of MF-438. This result indicated
that an SCD inhibitor can rescue the growth defect elicited
by induced expression of 3D::YFP as well as 3K::YFP in
human M17D neural cells.

Next, we compared in greater detail the YFP images of live
cells in the presence or absence of MF-438 at 96 h after induction
(Extended Data Fig. 5-1b). In 3K::YFP cells, aS1 inclusions
observed in the 1Dox condition appeared largely redistributed
from round inclusions to a diffuse cytoplasmic localization
(compare with 1Dox/1MF-438 column, red box inset). There
was no such effect in the 3D::YFP cells because this mutant

produces no aS inclusions (Extended Data Fig. 5-1b). Similar to
3K::YFP-expressing cells, an increased number of YFP1 cells
was observed in 3D::YFP cells treated with MF-438 (Extended
Data Fig. 5-1b: compare 1Dox and 1Dox/1MF-438 columns),
consistent with a mitigation of the cell growth defect.

SCD introduces a double bond in the cis(-)d -9 position of
several saturated fatty acyl-CoAs, including palmitoyl-CoA
(16:0) and stearoyl-CoA (18:0), to yield the MUFAs palmito-
leoyl- (16:1) and oleoyl-CoA (18:1), respectively. Apart from
contributing to membrane phospholipids and sphingolipids,
MUFAs are preferred substrates for the synthesis of triacylglycer-
ols (TAGs) that can be mobilized into LDs. Recently, SCD inhi-
bition was shown in 3K transgenic mice to decrease aS-mediated
elevation of TAGs (Nuber et al., 2021). Therefore, we decided to
test whether the rescue of growth defects in our inducible
cells by SCD inhibition might correlate with changes in LDs.
We analyzed lipid-staining patterns in live M17D cells expressing
aS WT::YFP, 3D::YFP, or 3K::YFP, using a neutral lipid dye
(LipidSpot; Biotium) and asked whether inhibiting SCD activity
with MF-438 might alter LD biology. Compared with untreated
cells, we observed a decrease in the size of LDs on treatment
with MF-438, both in 3D- and 3K-expressing cells (Fig. 5c).
Furthermore, the number of LDs in 3D cells treated with MF-
438 was less than in untreated cells (Fig. 5c,d), resulting in a
reduction of total integrated LD intensity (Fig. 5c, bottom left),
which was absent for WT (Fig. 5c,d). These effects were consist-
ent with studies in Caenorhabditis elegans showing that SCD
deficiency results in fewer and smaller LDs (Shi et al., 2013). In
contrast to these changes in 3D cells, MF-438 treatment of 3K

Figure 4. PI staining and PARP cleavage in aS::YFP inducible cell lines. a, aS::YFP (WT, 3D, and 3K) was induced for 96 h. PI stain was added to -Dox and1Dox cells. Phase and YFP images were
recorded for live cells by Incucyte. Scale bar, 250mm; inset shows PI stain (red dots) along with YFP for induced cells. Scale bar, 50mm. b, Quantification of a, as total integrated red PI intensity of
1Dox relative to -Dox as indicated. N=3 independent experiments with total n=9 for all conditions, except total n=7 for -Dox WT::YFP. c, Expression of aS::YFP (WT, 3D, and 3K) was induced for 96
h. WB for PARP and cleaved PARP (cl. PARP). Bottom, WB. Top, Quantitation of cleaved PARP relative to -Dox as indicated. N=2 independent experiments with total n=6. d, Expression of aS::YFP
(WT, 3D, and 3K) was induced for 96 h, and levels of total aS (mAb 15G7), pS129, and GAPDH were assessed by WB. e, Quantification of a, aS:GAPDH ratios relative to WT::YFP cells. f, Quantification of
a, pS129:total aS ratios relative to WT::YFP cells. N = 2 independent experiments with total n=8 for both e and f. Data are mean6 SD. ***p, 0.001. ****p, 0.0001.
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cells increased their LD number (Fig. 5c, top right) but decreased
their size (Fig. 5c, top left), resulting in no overall change in total
integrated LD intensity compared with untreated cells (Fig. 5c,
bottom left). A decrease in LD size was similarly seen with the
treatment of 3K-mice with an SCD inhibitor (Nuber et al., 2021).
Together, these data suggested that inhibition of SCD activity
influences LD size similarly in 3D and 3K aS cells but affects LD
number differently.

Next, we performed quantitative WB of total aS in cell lysates
of WT::YFP, 3D::YFP, and 3K::YFP inducible cells, with or with-
out MF-438 treatment (Fig. 6a,b). We observed reduced levels of
total aS for both 3D::YFP and 3K::YFP cells exposed to MF-438
(Fig. 6b). No significant changes in pS129 to total aS ratio were
seen in all three lines with MF-438 (Extended Data Fig. 6-1).We
have previously shown that fPD-linked aS mutations, including
G51D and E46K, can alter the physiological aS multimer:mono-
mer (60:14) equilibrium (Fig. 1d) (Dettmer et al., 2015). For
E46K, this equilibrium can be corrected by decreasing MUFAs
via SCD inhibition (Fanning et al., 2018; Imberdis et al., 2019b).
To ascertain whether this holds true for fPD mutant G51D,
human M17D neural cells stably expressing untagged G51D aS
were treated with MF-438 (10 mM) for 48 h. Quantitative WB
revealed an increase in the aS 60:14 ratio relative to untreated
control cells on intact-cell DSG crosslinking (Fig. 6c). The en-
dogenous DJ-1 dimer:monomer ratio was unchanged (Fig. 6c),
serving as a negative control. The results suggested that elevating
SFAs via SCD inhibition rescues aS imbalance caused by the
clinical G51D PD-causing mutation.

Given that SCD plays an important role in converting SFAs
to MUFAs, we hypothesized that SCD inhibition reduces dysho-
meostasis by increasing the relative cellular concentration of
SFAs in aS-expressing cells. In support of this idea, SFAs pro-
vided exogenously in the culture media had successfully rescued
the inclusion phenotype observed in the 3K::YFP inducible cell
line in a previous study (Imberdis et al., 2019b), thereby restoring
cellular aS homeostasis. We therefore adapted this strategy for
WT::YFP- and 3D::YFP-expressing cells. Since neither mutant
formed inclusions reminiscent of 3K aS, we took advantage of
our growth assay as a readout. M17D cells expressing WT::YFP
or 3D::YFP aS were conditioned in the SFAs myristic acid
(C14:0) or palmitic acid (C16:0) or the MUFA oleic acid (C18:1),
and aS expression was induced after 4 h. Following 72 h condi-
tioning, both SFAs (C14:0, C16:0) rescued the growth defect eli-
cited by 3D aS, while no significant effect on growth of WT::YFP
cells was seen under our assay conditions (Fig. 7a). Oleic acid
(18:1) did not significantly alter the growth for either WT::YFP-
or 3D::YFP-expressing cells (Fig. 7b). Our results lent support to
the notion that augmenting SFA by FA loading mitigates aS-3D-
related cellular stress.

Inclusion formation of aS 3K, but not 3D or WT aS in rat
cortical neurons
Significant cytopathology of cortical neurons has been reported
in PD patients, including those carrying G51D (Braak et al.,
2003; Dickson, 2012; Lesage et al., 2013; Kiely et al., 2015). We
therefore investigated the distribution of YFP-tagged WT, 3D,

Figure 5. Stress exhibited by induced expression of engineered aS mutants 3D and 3K is ameliorated by pharmacological inhibition of SCD. a, aS::YFP (WT, 3D, and 3K) cells treated with 1
mm SCD inhibitor MF-438 (1MF) or vehicle DMSO (-MF). Bright-field images at t= 0 h and t= 96 h, -Dox and1Dox. Orange represents cells identified by Incucyte. Inset, YFP images 96 h af-
ter Dox. TR, Tet-repressor element. Scale bar, 200mm; inset, 100mm. b, Quantitation of a, at 96 h after Dox. Growth quantitated analogous to Figure 3c, d. Cell confluence was measured rela-
tive to uninduced and untreated condition (-Dox/-MF) for each cell line separately. Graphs represent N= 6 independent experiments with total n= 18. c, Quantitation of LD area, number, and
intensity in the absence and presence of MF-438 relative to untreated induced cells (-MF-438/1Dox) for each of the indicated cell lines. LDs were stained with Lipidspot 610 (Biotium) dye 96
h after induction. Data are mean6 SD for N= 3 independent experiments with total n= 9 for all measurements. *p, 0.05. **p, 0.01. ***p, 0.001. ****p, 0.0001. d, Representative
live-cell images of WT::YFP, 3D::YFP, and 3K::YFP inducible cell lines treated with MF-438 (1Dox1 MF-438) or untreated (1Dox), 96 h after induction, stained with Lipidspot 610 (red). TR,
Tet-repressor element. Scale bar, 50mm. Additional accompanying data in Extended Data Figure 5-1.
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and 3K aS in primary neurons from rat cortex. Rat cortical neu-
rons were cotransfected with a plasmid expressing mCherry that
served as a marker for the soluble phase of the cytoplasm, along
with aS WT::YFP or its variants 3D::YFP and 3K::YFP. Similar
to our observations in the human neuroblastoma cells, 3K::YFP-
expressing neurons exhibited aS-positive inclusions (Extended
Data Fig. 8-1; dotted arrow indicates an inclusion-rich neuron).
In contrast, the 3D::YFP signal was diffuse throughout the soma
and neurites, similar to that seen for mCherry distribution
(Extended Data Fig. 8-1). WT::YFP was also distributed diffusely
similar to mCherry, consistent with our previous work (Dettmer
et al., 2015). We also noticed a decrease in number of neurites in
both 3D::YFP and 3K::YFP neurons compared with WT::YFP
(Extended Data Fig. 8-1), and we explored this phenotype further
by expressing untagged aS in rat primary neurons (see below,
Fig. 8). Our data thus far indicated that 3K expression in primary
cortical neurons elicits an inclusion phenotype, whereas 3D
appears cytosolic similar to WT-expressing neurons. Yet, both
3D and 3K may exhibit cytotoxicity in this model, as suggested
by a visible loss of neurites.

Amplified E46K and G51D aS mutants affect neurite
outgrowth in rat cortical neurons
Given that fPD mutants G51D (1D) and E46K (1K) exhibit corti-
cal cytopathology in patients (Zarranz et al., 2004; Kiely et al.,
2013), we chose to express untagged WT aS and variants 3D and
3K as well as the clinical mutations 1D and 1K in primary corti-
cal neurons of normal rat embryos. The neurons were transiently

transfected at 4 d in vitro with a bicistronic plasmid expressing
mCherry and untagged human aS separated by an internal ribo-
somal entry site. The mCherry protein served as a filler, enabling
clear visualization of the soma and neurites, enabling us to inves-
tigate the consequences of expressing untagged aS in neurons
identified by mCherry. First, we examined the cellular distribu-
tion of aS 36 h after transfection by immunofluorescence imag-
ing with the 15G7 antibody to human aS (Kahle et al., 2000) that
does not recognize rat aS. Human WT aS and the variants 1D,
3D, and 1K, but not 3K, distributed throughout the soma and
neurites (Fig. 8a). Cytosolic distribution of 1D was consistent
with immunohistochemistry of G51D patient brain (Kiely et al.,
2013). These results indicated that 3D and 3K alter the distribu-
tion of aS in opposite directions regardless of absence or pres-
ence of a YFP tag.

Next, we visualized the mCherry signal by live-cell fluores-
cence microscopy using the unbiased, automated Incucyte imag-
ing system and quantified the red signal intensity as a proxy for
cellular health at 72 h after transfection. 3K-expressing cortical
neurons showed a pronounced decrease in mCherry intensity
relative to WT (Fig. 8c: mean value 0.196 0.04) consistent with
previous reports (Dettmer et al., 2015, 2017). The 1K (mean
value 0.816 0.09) as well as 3D cells (mean value 0.726 0.15)
demonstrated intermediate levels, whereas 1D showed no signifi-
cant changes versus WT (mean value 0.996 0.25). We then
asked whether this observed loss in fluorescence intensity corre-
lated with a loss of neurite length. Quantification of neurite
length per cell body revealed that 3D- and 3K-aS-expressing

Figure 6. Biochemical effect of pharmacological inhibition of SCD. a, WB of samples of Figure 5b for total aS (mAb 15G7), aS-pS129, and GAPDH. b, Quantitation of a, aS:GAPDH ratio in
the absence and presence of SCD inhibitor MF-438; quantitation relative to induced cultures for each cell line as indicated 96 h after induction. N= 3 independent experiments with total
n= 7. c, M17D cells constitutively expressing untagged aS variant G51D were treated with 10 mM MF-438 or vehicle DMSO, and intact cell cross-linking (1 mM DSG) was performed. WB for
total aS (mAb Syn1) and DJ-1 (control for equal cross-linking and loading). Quantification of aS60:aS14 and DJ-1 dimer:monomer ratios (normalized to untreated; N= 4 independent experi-
ments with total n= 6). Data are mean6 SD. *p, 0.05. **p, 0.01. Additional accompanying data in Extended Data Figure 6-1.
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neurons had modestly and markedly
reduced neurite length, respectively
(mean value vs WT 0.766 0.06 and
0.306 0.06, respectively), whereas 1D
(mean value 0.926 0.14) was not signifi-
cantly shortened relative to WT (Fig. 8b,
d). The decrease observed for 1K (mean
value 0.776 0.06 of WT) was exacer-
bated by the 3K mutant (mean value
0.316 0.06 of WT). Our observations
suggested that the amplifications of fPD
mutants 1D and 1K, namely, to 3D and
3K based on the KTKEGV repeat struc-
ture, exacerbate the effects of the single
point mutants in primary rat neurons.
We next asked whether pharmacological
inhibition of SCD would ameliorate the
loss of neurite length in 3D-expressing
neurons. In the presence of SCD inhibi-
tor CAY10566 (CAY, Fig. 8e), the neurite
length improved (mean value 1.486 0.25
relative to untreated WT neurons) while
untreated neurons had a significant loss of
neurites (mean value 0.246 0.15 for 3D
vs untreatedWT) 96 h after transfection.

Discussion
We have developed and continuously
refined a protein engineering approach
that takes advantage of the aS 11-mer
repeat structure to selectively populate
certain aS states in living cells (Dettmer,
2018). In previous work, we amplified the
aS fPD mutant E46K to obtain aS 3K
(E35K1E46K1E61K), which we have
hypothesized to preferentially populate
the monomeric, membrane-associated,
amphipathic 3-11 helical conformation
of aS (Dettmer et al., 2015). In the pres-
ent work, we amplified instead the aS
fPD mutant G51D to obtain aS 3D (V40D1G51D1V66D),
which we hypothesize to preferentially populate the monomeric
cytoplasmic unfolded conformation of aS. Consistent with these
two hypotheses, we find aS 3K to be enriched as a 14 kDa mono-
mer in the membrane (Triton X-100) fraction and aS 3D to be
enriched as a 14 kDa monomer in the cytosol (PBS) fraction on
intact-cell crosslinking and sequential extraction of transfected
M17D human neuroblastoma cells (Fig. 1c,d, left). WT aS was
found to be more cytoplasmic than 3K, more membrane-associ-
ated than 3D, and more multimer-forming than either of the var-
iants (Fig. 1c,d). This observation is consistent with a model in
which cytoplasmic aS multimer formation is a physiological event
that is reduced under pathology-relevant conditions (here, fPD-
causing aS mutations and their in-register amplification).
Importantly, aS E46K and G51D alone exhibited the same trends
as their respective amplifications, albeit less pronounced, as one
might expect on structural grounds. We conclude that both 3K
and 3D may be suitable for revealing disease-relevant features of
the underlying fPD aS variants in an accelerated fashion, and we
therefore performed a detailed comparative analysis.

Because it has been challenging for the PD field to achieve
aS-related cytotoxicity by expressing WT or fPD single-mutant

aS in the timescale of cell culture, we tested whether 3D might
exhibit relevant stress on cells, as we had observed for 3K
(Dettmer et al., 2015, 2017). Throughout the current study, there
were several indications that expressing 3K and 3D each caused
measurable cellular stress. Both amplified mutants increase the
number of stressed cells on transient transfection of neuroblas-
toma cells (Fig. 2a–c). Both amplified variants reduced neurite
length and viability of primary rat neurons (Fig. 8c,d). Both 3D
and 3K reduced cellular growth in inducible neural cell lines
(Fig. 3d). Our observation of rapid aS neurotoxicity caused by
cytosol-accumulating variants like G51D and 3D seems at odds
with findings in aS-expressing Saccharomyces cerevisiae: several
studies observed that aS yeast toxicity is linked to increases in
aS-membrane interaction while mutations that reduced mem-
brane binding lower aS toxicity, even in the case of cytosol-accu-
mulating fPD mutants, such as A30P or G51D (Volles and
Lansbury, 2007; Fares et al., 2014; Newberry et al., 2020).
Possible explanations for this apparent discrepancy could be that
(1) cytosol-mediated aS toxicity requires the cellular context of
higher organisms which express endogenous aS, in contrast to
yeast; (2) cytosol-mediated aS toxicity is non–cell-autonomous;
and/or (3) cytosol-mediated aS toxicity develops too slowly to be
modeled appropriately in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Our findings
here with G51D and 3D are consistent with an earlier report that

Figure 7. Effect of exogenous FAs on inducible cells expressing aS::YFP variants. WT::YFP and 3D::YFP inducible cell lines
were treated with SFAs (a) C14:0 myristic acid (left) and C16:0 palmitic acid (right), or (b) MUFA C18:1 oleic acid (middle bot-
tom) at indicated concentrations. Confluence of cells was quantitated as in Figure 3c, d, except at 72 h after induction. Bottom
panel of each graph: representative WBs of total aS (mAb 15G7) and GAPDH. Data are mean 6 SD for (a) 14:0 (myristic
acid): N= 3 independent experiments, total n= 9 for all conditions except total n= 12 for 3D::YFP (-Dox column and 100 mM

column); 16:0 (palmitic acid) N= 3, total n= 12 for all except total n= 10 for 3D::YFP (-Dox column); and (b) N= 2, total
n= 8 for all except total n= 6 for 3D::YFP (-Dox and 1Dox columns). *p, 0.05. **p, 0.01. ***p, 0.001.
****p, 0.0001.
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reduced membrane association and consequently increased cyto-
solic preference by virtue of aS proline mutations can also exert
toxicity in cultured human cells and rodents (Burré et al., 2015).

It is tempting to speculate that the G51D-like, cytosolic aS
toxicity may be mediated by “classical” proteinaceous aggrega-
tion causing a proteinopathy: our data suggest that G51D, 2D,
and 3D aS accumulate cytosolic monomeric aS in a “dose-de-
pendent” fashion (Fig. 1c,d, left). Soluble monomeric aS has
been suggested to be the starting point of aS aggregation (Bartels
et al., 2011; Burré et al., 2015). However, we did not observe
overt signs of YFP-tagged 1D or 3D aggregation in cultured cells
the way it has been reported for preformed synthetic aS fibril-
treated A53T::YFP-expressing HEK cells (Prusiner et al., 2015).
WT::YFP, G51D::YFP, and 3D::YFP all seem to be uniformly dis-
tributed throughout the cytoplasm, and we observed no inclu-
sion formation under our culture conditions, as we did with 3K
(and E46K) (Fig. 2a; Extended Data Fig. 3-1b). Moreover, we
found G51D and 3D aqueous solubility to be increased versus
WT, not reduced as with E46K and 3K (Fig. 1d; Extended Data
Fig. 3-1a), and intact-cell crosslinking revealed an increase in
monomers but no crosslinked higher bands (e.g., increased
dimers) that would suggest aggregate formation. Thus, any
aggregates formed by the cytosolic-accumulating aS 1D/3D
would be either low in abundance or not readily cross-linkable.
aS G51D has been reported to exhibit nuclear localization and to
be hyperphosphorylated (Fares et al., 2014). While we did not
extensively test the former observation, our microscopy data do
not seem to support substantial nuclear accumulation of 3D aS

as an amplification of G51D. Regarding S129 phosphorylation,
we observed either reduced phosphorylation levels or levels that
were similar to WT aS, indicating that no hyperphosphorylation
of G51D/3D occurs in our cultures. Under transient transfection,
we observed elevated levels of G51D and even more of 3D (Fig.
1c,d, left), suggesting an altered half-life of these variants.
However, the inducible 3D::YFP line, which exhibits pronounced
growth defects relative to WT-expressing cells, had similar
expression levels to WT.

aS monomers bind highly curved phospholipid membranes
(Gitler et al., 2008; Burré et al., 2010; Nemani et al., 2010;
Westphal and Chandra, 2013; Wang et al., 2014). E46K aS has a
higher affinity for binding to negatively charged vesicles than
WT (Choi et al., 2004), likely via abnormally increased mem-
brane-induced amphipathic helix formation (Wise-Scira et al.,
2013), and adding in-register E!K mutations into the two adja-
cent KTKEGV motifs in the N-terminal region (to generate the
3K aS mutant) further enhances this abnormality (Rovere et al.,
2019). When the homeostatic balance of aS tetramer:monomer
(60:14 ratio) is disrupted and excess aS monomers accumulate,
abnormal aS1 vesicular/membrane-rich aggregates can form by
virtue of its increased membrane affinity. Such membrane-rich
aggregates (inclusions) have been observed in multiple model
systems (Dettmer et al., 2015; Nuber et al., 2018; Imberdis et al.,
2019b; Ericsson et al., 2021) and are reminiscent of the recently
revised ultrastructure of Lewy bodies (Shahmoradian et al.,
2019). Most importantly, we have reported a 3K aS transgenic
(tg) mouse model where the physiological tetramer to monomer

Figure 8. Amplified E46K and G51D aS mutants cause stress in primary rat cortical neurons. a, Immunofluorescence images of primary rat cortical neurons transiently transfected with a
bicistronic plasmid expressing mCherry and untagged human aS variants WT, 1D, 3D, 1K, and 3K (36 h after transfection); aS immunostaining (human-specific mAb 15G7) and Hoechst stain-
ing to visualize the nuclei. Scale bar, 200mm; inset for 3K, 100mm. b, Fluorescence images of primary rat cortical neurons transiently transfected with a bicistronic plasmid expressing
mCherry and untagged aS variants WT, 1D, 3D, 1K, and 3K (72 h after transfection). Top, mCherry distribution. Bottom, Neurite mask computed by Incucyte. Scale bar, 20mm. c, Comparison
of total integrated intensity of mCherry signal computed with Incucyte system relative to that observed for aS WT. Same experimental setting as in b, except analyzed at 72 h after transfec-
tion; graph represents N= 3 independent experiments with total n= 9. d, Image-based analysis of neurite length as a measure of cellular stress. Quantitation of neurite length (mm/cell body)
relative to aS WT expressing primary neurons computed using Incucyte. Experiment identical to c; graph represents N= 3 independent experiments with total n= 9. e, Image-based analysis
of neurite length in the absence and presence of 50 nM SCD inhibitor CAY10566. Quantitation of neurite length (mm/cell body) relative to aS WT expressing primary neurons (CAY10566) com-
puted using Incucyte; n= 5 (WT) and n= 4 (3D). Data are mean6 SD. *p, 0.05. **p, 0.01. ***p, 0.001. ****p, 0.0001. Additional accompanying data in Extended Data Figure 8-1.
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ratio (aS 60:14 ratio) is decreased, and this correlated with rest-
ing tremor, gait changes, and other progressive motor deficits
akin to those seen in PD subjects (Nuber et al., 2018). In both
WT and 3K aS tg mice, prominent lipid elevations were found
in glycerolipids (triglycerides) known to be regulated by SCD ac-
tivity (Nuber et al., 2021). Similarly, in iPSC-neurons derived
from an aS triplication patient, diglycerides and triglycerides
were also notably increased (Fanning et al., 2018). Treatment of
3K aS tg mice with an SCD inhibitor decreased the 16:1/16:0 FA
desaturation index and improved partitioning of aS monomers
away from membranes toward principally cytosolic aS tetramers
(i.e., improved the 60:14 ratio) (Nuber et al., 2021). These results
collectively suggested that SCD treatment alleviates abnormal aS
membrane–lipid interaction of excess WT or 3K aS monomers
by creating a more aS-repellent membrane surface. In accord,
less lipid-rich aS1 aggregates were observed on treatment with
SCD inhibitor (Nuber et al., 2021).

Perhaps unexpectedly, based on the presumed opposing
effects of the D and K mutants on aS-membrane interactions,
we found evidence of altered lipid biology as a feature of 3D tox-
icity. Analogous to what we had seen for E46K and its amplifica-
tion to 3K (Fanning et al., 2018; Imberdis et al., 2019b; Terry-
Kantor et al., 2020), we found here that the aS dyshomeostasis
and cellular stress caused by the strongly cytosol-preferring 3D
mutant could be ameliorated by pharmacological inhibition of
SCD, both in human neuroblastoma cells and primary rat corti-
cal neurons (Figs. 5b, 8e). Further, we observed such ameliora-
tion by conditioning the 3D cells in palmitic acid (16:0) or
myristic acid (14:0) (Fig. 7a). Moreover, both 3D and 3K aS
expression was associated with alterations in LD content and/or
morphology, which could be reversed in considerable part by
SCD inhibition (Fig. 5c). We also observed that inhibition of
SCD improved G51D aS homeostasis by increasing the ratio of
tetramers/multimers to monomers (Fig. 6c). Molecular modeling
suggests that the folded aS tetramer occupies the lowest apparent
activation energy state among possible aS conformers (Cote et
al., 2018; Xu et al., 2019), and it has been experimentally shown
to resist aggregation (Bartels et al., 2011), suggesting that this en-
ergetically favored physiological state is likely protective for a
cell. In addition to our present report (Fig. 1c,d, right), studies in
multiple model systems, including human neural cells, human
iPSc-derived neurons, and mouse models of synucleinopathy,
indicate that fPD mutations reduce the aS 60:14 ratio (Dettmer
et al., 2015; Fanning et al., 2018; Nuber et al., 2018, 2021;
Imberdis et al., 2019b). The downshift in the ratio resulting from
loss of incorporation of aS monomers into aggregation-resistant
tetramers causes the accumulation of excess monomers in the
cell. The excess monomers can aggregate in a way that appears
similar in part to aS observed in Lewy bodies, classical neuro-
pathological feature found in all PD patients, including E46K
and G51D subjects. aS monomers, but not purified cellular tet-
ramers, have also been shown to bend and stabilize vesicle mem-
branes in vitro (Westphal and Chandra, 2013), which may in
turn inhibit exocytic membrane fusion events at the synapse
(Wang et al., 2014). In support, another report provided evi-
dence for a physiological function of aS multimers (tetramers,
octamers) in facilitating SNARE complex formation and vesicle
fusion (Burré et al., 2014). Together, our present study and those
mentioned above suggest that a reduced multimer:monomer ra-
tio is associated with impaired cellular health, and restoring it
benefits the cell. Our present findings highlight the cellular bene-
fits of reestablishing normal tetramer/multimer to monomer bal-
ance by partially decreasing FA unsaturation via SCD inhibition.

While we do not yet fully understand the exact molecular mecha-
nism by which “K” and “D” variants converge on FA metabo-
lism, we hypothesize that aS monomers require a certain fatty
acyl side chain composition on small-vesicle membranes to
properly bind them, tetramerize, and then have the tetramers
released from the membrane to enter the cytosol, where they are
principally observed within cells. Our study is consistent with
compelling evidence that alterations in lipid homeostasis can
decrease aS60:aS14 ratios, as reported in human neurons bear-
ing loss-of-function mutations in GBA that cause Gaucher’s dis-
ease and PD (Kim et al., 2018). Using SCD inhibitors as done in
our present study, or using genetic or pharmacological restora-
tion of normal glucosylceramide levels as done in GBA models
(Kim et al., 2018), correct the aS60:aS14 decrease, leading to
improved cellular health. However, more work is needed to
understand the precise nature of the FA/lipid changes that occur
and are influenced by SCD treatment to benefit cellular health.

Together, our experiments suggest that, despite different
charges and thus membrane binding affinities, the neurotoxicity
of both G51D/3D and E46K/3K is mitigated by decreasing
MUFA levels via SCD inhibition, suggesting a common underly-
ing alteration of MUFA homeostasis. Our follow-up studies will
dissect the interplay among free FAs, membrane fatty acyl side-
chains, LDs, and aS (both D and K mutants and WT aS) var-
iants, including detailed lipidomics of our cellular and emerging
mouse models of G51D and 3D aS. Our future studies will also
delve into potential accompanying changes in the transcriptome
and proteome to gain insight.
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